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About

The primary public website of HL7 International is HL7.org.

To access HL7's Jira Instance use jira.hl7.org.

Health Level Seven International (HL7) is a not-for-profit, ANSI-accredited standards developing organization dedicated to providing a comprehensive framework and related standards for the exchange, integration, sharing, and retrieval of electronic health information that supports clinical practice and the management, delivery and evaluation of health services. HL7 is supported by more than 1,600 members from over 50 countries, including 500+ corporate members representing healthcare providers, government stakeholders, payers, pharmaceutical companies, vendors/suppliers, and consulting firms. HL7 Work Groups, Committees, and Collaborators use this Atlassian tool during the development and maintenance of Healthcare Interoperability Standards, Electronic Health Record functional models and profiles, and other standards products. For more information about the roll-out of Confluence for usage, see the HL7 JIRACon project space/page.
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Scheduled Downtime

Confluence and JIRA HL7 maintenance requiring system downtime will be announced one week prior. We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. Accounts in Confluence and JIRA are required to use an active email address. Accounts with inactive emails will be disabled.

Please contact webmaster@hl7.org for help
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